This Scarecrow is made by
□ an Adult– age 15 and up

This Scarecrow is made by
□ a child under 14 or under

Name: ________________________________________________

Phone # ________________________________

Email Address_________________________________________________________

Please staple this form (stapler provided) in an obvious place on your scarecrow. We will remove all registration forms
Around 4 pm and place numbers on each scarecrow for community voting. We will keep the registration forms with their
allotted registration number to hold for voting. All winners will be called and emailed. Thanks for your participation!
Registration # __________

POMFRET RECREATION DEPT. SPONSORED

1st prize: $50.00 - 2nd Prize: $25.00 (for both contests)

POMFRET RECREATION DEPT. SPONSORED

1st prize: $50.00 - 2nd Prize: $25.00 (for both contests)